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ABSTRACT
Models of pulsar radio emission that are based on an inner accelerating region require the ex-
istence of very strong and small scale surface magnetic field structures at or near the canonical
polar cap. The aim of this paper is to identify a mechanism that creates such field structures
and maintains them over a pulsar’s lifetime. The likely physical process that can create the
required ’magnetic spots’ is the Hall drift occurring in the crust of a neutron star. It is demon-
strated, that the Hall drift can produce small scale strong surface magnetic field anomalies
(spots) on timescales of 104 years by means of non-linear interaction between poloidal and
toroidal components of the subsurface magnetic field. These anomalies are characterized by
strengths of about 1014 G and curvature radii of field lines of about 106 cm, both of which are
fundamental for generation of observable radio emission.
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1 INTRODUCTION
About 45 years after the discovery of the first radio pulsars the
physics of the generation of the radio emission is still a subject
of intense scientific debates. There is a general agreement that the
strong potential drop above the polar cap surface must exist to ac-
celerate the charged particles to ultra-relativistic energies. Two pi-
oneering papers by Ruderman & Sutherland (1975) and by Arons
& Scharlemann (1979) started an intensive research in two dif-
ferent classes of models: non-stationary (sparking gap) and sta-
tionary (free flow), respectively. Observational and theoretical ev-
idences are searched for and studied to support or discard one or
the other model. The phenomenon of drifting sub-pulses and the
combined observations of pulsars in radio and X-rays (Gil et al.
2007a,b, 2008) support strongly the idea that the Partially Screened
Gap (PSG hereafter, Gil et al. 2003) is the case, in which the pure
vacuum potential drop is partially screened by thermal iron ions
(Cheng & Ruderman 1977).
The creation of a dense electron-positron plasma is the basis
of pulsar radio emission processes. These pairs can be created by
photons originating from inverse Compton scattering and/or from
curvature radiation, both interacting with a very strong and curved
magnetic field as compared to the global dipolar field Bd at the
surface. Therefore, the small scale field has to be generated in the
crust of the neutron star. Already Ruderman & Sutherland (1975) in
their pioneering work on the inner acceleration gap noticed implic-
itly a necessity of small scale surface magnetic field with the radius
of curvature of about 106 cm, much smaller than 108 cm that is
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typical for the global dipole field. These authors, however, did not
specify a mechanism that could generate such a field structure at
the polar cap. In our paper we explore whether the Hall drift can
play that role.
To build up an accelerating potential drop in the polar gap
the cohesive energy of charges at the polar cap surface has to ex-
ceed some critical value. This will prevent particles from escaping
the stellar surface. As soon as the electric field exceeds a certain
threshold an avalanche pair creation discharges the ultrahigh gap
potential drop. The cohesive energy c is strongly dependent on the
surface magnetic field strength Bs, which should be much stronger
than Bd. As demonstrated by Medin & Lai (2007), who performed
calculations for helium, calcium and iron atoms at the surface, for
each value of the magnetic field Bs there is a a critical temperature
Ts above which the accelerating gap cannot be formed. This criti-
cal temperature and corresponding cohesive energy are represented
by the red line in Fig. 1 connecting the data points taken from the
paper of Medin & Lai (2007). No gap can exist above this line and
pure vacuum gap is possible below it. The PSG with some amount
of thermally released iron ions can exist in a narrow region along
the red line (see section 2 for more details).
X-ray observations of radio pulsars (see e.g. Zhang et al. 2005;
Kargaltsev et al. 2006; Gil et al. 2008; Pavlov et al. 2009) indicate
that a polar cap surface is strongly heated due to the bombardment
with back flowing charges accelerated within a polar gap. Given
the magnetic field dependence on the cohesive energy, the actual
field strength necessary to form a gap has to be much stronger
than global dipolar field Bd. These observations estimate the size
of the bombarded area (’hot spot’) being less then 100 m, suggest-
ing a locally very small scale field. This strong and small scale field
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anomaly, the ’magnetic spot’, is obviously located within or close
to the conventional polar cap area introduced by Goldreich & Ju-
lian (1969). The actual polar cap (’hot spot’) is the locus of those
anomalous magnetic field lines that join with the open dipolar field
lines at some higher altitudes (Gil, Melikidze & Mitra 2002). The
surface area of this actual polar cap is at least one order of magni-
tude smaller then the conventional polar cap. The black-body tem-
perature of the ’hot spot’ is estimated to exceed one Million Kelvin,
which indicates very strong surface magnetic fields close to or even
above 1014 G (see Fig. 1).
While the PSG model explains quite well the variety of pul-
sar observations both in radio and X-ray bands, a missing link is a
process that can create and maintain the required strong and small
scale surface magnetic field structures over the lifetime of radio
pulsars, i.e.  106   107 years. These structures should have high
strength Bs > 5 1013 G to provide high enough cohesive energy
to form PSG, and have small radius of curvature Rcur  106 cm to
cause creation of large enough number of electron-positron pairs to
generate the coherent observable radio emission by means of some
kind of plasma instabilities (Pataraia & Melikidze 1980; Asseo &
Melikidze 1998; Melikidze et al. 2000; Gil et al. 2004).
In this paper we will describe in some detail the idea that the
Hall drift of the crustal magnetic field could generate the required
surface field structures out of a strong ( 1015G) toroidal field
component, which has been formed immediately after birth of the
neutron star. For simplicity we assume that it has an axisymmet-
ric geometry. The currents maintaining this field circulate in deep
crustal layers, where the high electric conductivity guarantees life-
times well exceeding 106yrs. This mechanism has been proposed
recently by Geppert et al. (2012) and will be discussed here in ex-
tenso. The purpose of this paper is not to present a set of models
that describe exactly the creation of the required ’magnetic spots’.
On the currently available level of modeling the magneto-thermal
evolution (2D computations only) such description is not yet pos-
sible. Rather, we want to introduce a mechanism that is apparently
able to maintain the required magnetic structures over a pulsar life-
time.
In Section 2 basic ideas of the PSG model will be explicated.
Observational indications for the size of the magnetic spot in the
polar cap, the corresponding surface field strength there and its
surface temperature will be discussed. Processes and conditions
for the creation of electron-positron pairs as well as the estimates
for the necessary magnetic field scales will be described in Sec-
tion 3. In Section 4. we will discuss possible processes that might
create ’magnetic spots’ and argue in favor of the Hall drift. The
role of the ’initial’ magnetic field configuration will be examined.
The magneto-thermal evolution in the crystallized crust and the ob-
tained results for the creation of ’magnetic spots’ are presented
in Section 5. These spots are characterized by their surface field
strengths and the curvature radius of their field lines. These charac-
teristic quantities are results of the numerical solution of the Hall
induction equation, assuming state of the art crustal micro-physics,
equation of state, and an initial crustal field configuration that con-
sists of a strong ( 1015G) toroidal component and a dipolar field
standard for radio pulsars ( 1012  1013G). In Section 6 we sum-
marize the results as well as discuss the necessary extension of the
model to non-axial symmetric configurations.
2 THE PARTIALLY SCREENED GAP MODEL
The PSG model (Gil et al. 2003) is an refinement of the vacuum
gap model developed by Ruderman & Sutherland (1975). If the
electron-positron pair production really occurs in the inner accel-
erator potential drop, then one should expect an intense thermal
radiation from the hot polar cap. Indeed, the accelerated positrons
will leave the acceleration region, while the electrons will bom-
bard the polar cap surface, causing heating of the polar cap surface
to MK temperatures. At the same time thermal ejection of iron ions
should occur, which will partially screen the polar cap electric field.
This is the essence of the PSG pulsar model. The pure vacuum gap
produces too much thermal X-ray emission, in contrast with obser-
vations, so the PSG model is a natural and expected advancement.
In order for the PSG model to function it requires high enough
cohesive energy of iron ions to bind them at least partially at the po-
lar cap surface. We refer to the most recent calculations of cohesive
energies by Medin & Lai (2007) represented by the curved line in
Fig.1. As shown by these authors the critical surface temperature
Ti , below which the PSG can form, depends strongly on the ac-
tual surface magnetic field Bs, that must be close to 1014 G in all
pulsars for which the surface temperature (Ts) of their heated polar
cap exceeds 106 K. This is strongly suggested by X-ray spectral
observations of a number of pulsars shown in Fig. 1. Both the crit-
ical Ti and the actual Ts temperatures must be close to each other
by means of the thermostatic regulation mechanism. Indeed, if Ti is
slightly higher than Ts, then heating by the bombardment becomes
more intense, consequently increasing the surface temperature thus
making heating less intense. This is a classical thermostat mech-
anism, which will set Ts  Ti in PSG along the red line and its
nearest vicinity (see discussion in Section 6) presented in Fig. 1.
The parameters of the black body fit to the X-ray spectrum
of some pulsars provide very important information for the under-
standing of the physical conditions at the neutron star surface. The
black body fit allows us to obtain directly both the ’hot spot’ area
ABB and its temperature TBB. In most cases ABB is much smaller
than the conventional polar cap area A = 6:6  108P 1 cm2,
where P is the pulsar period (see Zhang et al. 2005; Kargaltsev
et al. 2006). This can be easily explained by assuming that the sur-
face magnetic field of pulsars Bs differs significantly from the sur-
face value of the global dipole Bd(R), where R is the neutron star
radius. Then, one can estimate an actual surface magnetic field by
the magnetic flux conservation law as b = A=ABB = Bs=Bd,
where Bd = 2  1012(P _P 15)0:5 G is the dipolar magnetic field
at the polar cap surface, _P 15 = _P  10 15 and _P is the period
derivative. Then the value of the actual surface magnetic field at the
hot polar cap can be expressed as
Bs = 1:3 1021A 1BB (P _P 15)0:5G; (1)
where ABB is ’hot spot’ area. In most cases b >> 1 implying
Bs >> Bd, while TBB  (2   4)  106 K. This is shown in Fig.
1 , which also confirms observationally the cohesive energy calcu-
lations performed by Medin & Lai (2007). Indeed, the data points
and their errors represent a number of pulsars in which estimation
of the surface area (thus the surface magnetic field) and the sur-
face temperature were possible from X-ray observations (e.g. Szary
2013). They all lie close to and on the right side of the PSG line in
the region where gap formation is possible. The estimated surface
magnetic field Bs exceeds slightly 1014 G for all data points. The
exemplary values of the dipolar surface magnetic field correspond-
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Figure 1. Conditions for the creation of a vacuum gap above polar cap
surface layers consisting of iron (according to Medin & Lai (2007)) with
given surface temperature Ts and surface magnetic field Bs. For an iron
surface temperature Ts > 106K, surface field strength of Bs & 1014G
is necessary (for carbon and helium surfaces the conditions are even more
stringent). PSG can be formed in a narrow belt along the red line. Green
data points and their error bars come from various sources (see e.g. Szary
2013, and references therein), while the purple dot and corresponding error
bars for PSR B0943+10 are extracted from Table 3 in the newest paper by
Mereghetti et al. (2013, see also discussion in the text below).
ing to b = A=ABB = Bs=Bd taken as 100 are shown on the upper
abscissa.
For typical radio pulsar parameters with Ts & 2   3  106K
which implies, that a vacuum gap can only be formed ifBs exceeds
1014G. Flux conservation arguments relate the area of the polar cap
encircled by the last open field lines to the black-body area esti-
mated from X-ray observations. Zhang et al. (2005) and Kargaltsev
et al. (2006) found Bs  4  1014 G, Ts  3  106 K for PSR
B1133+16 while its dipolar field derived from P and _P is Bd 
41012G. AnalogouslyBs  21014 G, Ts  3106 K for PSR
B0943+10, while for its dipolar componentBd  61012 G at the
polar cap. These estimates, based on combined radio and X-ray ob-
servations of isolated neutron stars, indicate the existence of a small
scale but very strong magnetic field Bs that is concentrated in an
indeed ’hot spot’ within or very close by to the conventional pulsar
polar cap (see Fig. 1 in Szary et al. 2010). Although the photon
statistics is rather poor in these observations, the conclusions about
the small sizes and high Ts of these spots are strongly supported by
the theoretical arguments of the balance of cooling and heating by
bombardment with ultra-relativistic particles. Moreover, the recent
long time exposure observations of B0943+10 by XMM-Newton
(Hermsen et al. 2013) leave no doubt about the existence of very
small hot spots associated with the polar cap of radio pulsars.
Now we can give a good example of PSG model application to
a real pulsar. We have just came across the new paper byMereghetti
et al. (2013), in which the authors reanalyze good quality data taken
during simultaneous observations of PSR B0943+10 in radio and
X-ray bands (Hermsen et al. 2013). This old (5 Myr) pulsar with
P = 1:1 s and _P 15 = 3:5 is known for a very regular subpulse
drift in the so called B-mode. Mereghetti et al. (2013) found that the
X-ray emission in the B-mode of PSR B0943+10 is well described
by thermal emission with blackbody temperature Ts = 3  106
K coming from a small hot spot (with RBB of about 20 m, much
smaller than the canonical polar cap radius RPC = 140 m) with lu-
minosity of 7  1028 erg/s, in good agreement with predictions of
PSG (Gil et al. 2003, 2008). Indeed, for ABB = 1:4 107 cm2 Eq.
(1) gives the value of the surface magnetic field Bs = 1:7  1014
G, much bigger than the dipolar surface componentBd = 41012
G. The case of PSR B0943+10 is marked in Fig. 1 as the purple dot
with co-ordinates x = 1:71  1012 and y = 3:02, which lies ex-
actly at the theoretical line of Medin & Lai (2007). Thus, the small
size of the detected hot spot (the size of the actual polar cap) is nat-
urally and self-consistently explained by the magnetic flux conser-
vation law expressed by Eq. (1). The ultra-strong surface magnetic
field required by the cohesive energy needed to form PSG in PSR
B0943+10 can be indeed inferred from the detected X-ray data. In
this paper we argue that such strong magnetic field anomalies can
be naturally generated by the Hall drift effect.
3 THE ELECTRON-POSITRON PAIR CREATION
The creation of a large enough number of electron-positron pairs
is a basic prerequisite for models that claim to explain the gener-
ation of the pulsar radio emission (e.g. Ruderman & Sutherland
1975; Arons & Scharlemann 1979; Gil et al. 2004). Depending on
the kind of radiation that produces pairs with the bystander of the
magnetic field, certain conditions have to be fulfilled. In the follow-
ing we describe in some detail processes of electron-positron pair
creation and derive the requirements to be placed on strength and
curvature of the surface magnetic field Bs.
Basically, there are two kinds of high-energy  seed photons
that can take part in the pair creation in the presence of a strong
magnetic field: the curvature radiation (CR) and the inverse Comp-
ton scattering (ICS) photons. Let us discuss the CR photons first.
There are two main parameters that affect the efficiency of CR pair
creation process: the particle (electron and/or positron) mean free
path lp (before it emits a  photon) and the photon mean free path
(before this photon converts into a pair). The smaller these paths are
the more efficient the pair creation process is. According to Zhang
et al. (1997)
lp = lCR  2~c
e2
Rcur ; (2)
where Rcur is the curvature radius of magnetic field lines. Thus,
while passing a distance l, the particle can emit approximately
l=lCR photons with energy E = hCR  1:4  10 173=Rcur
(see Jackson 1975). Part of the particle energy that is transferred
into radiation  is given by
 =
E
mec2
l
lCR
 2 10 13 
3
R2cur
l : (3)
On the other hand, the photon with the energy E > 2mc2 propa-
gating obliquely to magnetic field lines can be absorbed by the field
and as a result an electron-positron pair is created. Thus, the photon
free path lph can be estimated as a mean distance which a photon
should cover until it is absorbed by a magnetic field. For strong
magnetic fields (B & 0:2Bq , see Ruderman & Sutherland 1975,
for definition of Bq) the photon mean free path can be calculated
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as
lph  2mc
2
E
Rcur = 1:2 1011R
2
cur
3
: (4)
For typical pulsar magnetic fields the dipolar radius of curva-
ture is of the order of 108 cm. Thus, for Lorentz factors  < 5106
we get from Eqs. 3 and 4 that  < 2:5  10 9l. Therefore, even
passing a distance of l  R = 106 cm, where R is the NS radius, a
particle will transfer much less than 1% of its energy into curvature
radiation. The photon free path lph for the same parameters is about
lph  107 cm, much too long to assure the effective pair creation
inside the gap with height smaller than 100 m.
To get a reasonable level of pair production, the radius of cur-
vature has to be decreased by two or three orders of magnitude,
i.e. Rcur  105 6cm, e.g. assuming Rcur = 5  105cm, we find
  10 4l cm and lph  2  102 (Eqs. 3 and 4), i.e. the particle
transfers a substantial part of its energy while passing less than 100
m (a gap height) and the emitted curvature photons are converted
into electron-positron pairs. Therefore, Eqs. 3 and 4 demonstrate
that the efficiency of the pair creation (i.e.  and lph) is very sensi-
tive to the curvature of magnetic field lines and thus a small scale
Bs with a typical Rcur . 106cm is necessary for the efficient pair
creation, as already suggested by Ruderman & Sutherland (1975).
The resultant magnetic field at the polar cap is a vector sum
of two components: star centered global dipole field and crust an-
chored small scale field. In order to get the radius of curvature close
to the surface sufficiently small (< 106cm), the small scale field
has to be much stronger than the dipolar component close to the
surface.
For the Inverse Compton Scattering (ICS) process calculation
of the particle mean free path lICS is not as simple as for that of
the curvature radiation. Although we can define lICS in a same
way as we have defined lCR, it is difficult to estimate a characteristic
frequency of emitted photons. We have to take into account photons
of various frequencies with various incident angles.
One should expect two modes of ICS, resonant and thermal-
peak. Under the gap conditions the cross-section of the resonant
ICS is much bigger then the cross-section of the thermal ICS. The
resonant ICS happens if the photon frequency in the particle rest
frame equals to the electron cyclotron frequency, i.e. a magnetic
field Bs should be strong enough to satisfy the resonant condition
for X-ray photons. Detailed calculations demonstrate that againBs
has to be of the order of 1013   1014 G within a gap (see Szary
2013).
4 PROCESSES THAT CAN CREATE STRONG SMALL
SCALE MAGNETIC FIELD STRUCTURES AT THE
POLAR CAP
As shown in the preceding sections, the ’magnetic spot’ has to con-
sist of strong and small scale, i.e. very curved, components of the
surface magnetic field. These structures have to be present for at
least 106yrs. These two requirements have to be fulfilled in spite
of the facts, that the ohmic lifetime of such small field structures
is significantly smaller than that of the global dipolar field which
is maintained by currents circulating in the highly conducting deep
regions of the crust and/or in the perhaps superconducting core.
The lifetime of Bs in the ’magnetic spot’ is shortened due to
its small scale and low electric conductivity. The electric conductiv-
ity drops strongly towards the outermost shell of the crust because
of the high density gradient (see Fig.1 in Pons & Geppert 2007).
Conventionally, the characteristic Ohmic decay time is given
by
Ohm =
4L2
c2
(5)
where  denotes the scalar electric conductivity and L is a typical
scale length of the field structure under consideration. It is obvious,
that an estimate of the magnetic field lifetime based on Eq. (5) is
not well suited to describe the evolution of a such complex structure
as present in the ’magnetic spot’.
More thorough analysis of poloidal field structure decay de-
mands taking into account different field modes that form the sur-
face field configuration. If this is done by decomposition of that
structure into spherical harmonics, the following decay times are
found that are marked by the multipolarity n (see Geppert et al.
2000):
n =
4R2
c2n2
: (6)
Here, R denotes the radius of the sphere within which the field
maintaining electric currents are circulating and  is assumed to be
homogenous throughout this sphere.
Obviously Eq. (6) is, given the constant conductivity assump-
tion, still a rough approximation to the situation in the ’magnetic
spot’ too. However, it takes the complex and small scale structure
of the field there better into account than Eq. (5). Clearly, the char-
acteristic ohmic decay time 0hm overestimates the duration of field
decay even for a dipolar field by about one order of magnitude. The
typical scale length, i.e. the radius of dipolar field line curvature, for
radio pulsars is about 108cm (Ruderman & Sutherland 1975). As
argued above, the typical scale length of Bs has to be . 106cm.
The scale length of field structures expressed by spherical har-
monics, that are determined by their multipolarity n, is for small
scales related to the radius of the sphere by L = 2R=n. For a
neutron star radius R  106cm and a scale of L  Rcur . 106cm,
where Rcur denotes the field line curvature radius of Bs, returns
n  10, perhaps even significantly larger.
The electric conductivity in the layer below the surface of the
’magnetic spot’ is much smaller than in somewhat deeper crustal
shells. This is caused both by the high temperature T > Ts &
106K and by the low density  . 106 g cm 3. Extrapolating the
results of Chugunov (2012) to that density range, the electric con-
ductivity will certainly not exceed   1022s 1. Thus, for a field
line curvature radius Rcur . 1km corresponding to a multipolarity
n  10 this electric conductivity will cause according to Eq. (6) an
decay time of about 5000 years. Hence, given the lifetime of radio
pulsars, the small scale field structure in the ’magnetic spot’ has to
be rebuilt continuously.
4.1 Structures Created at a Neutron Star’s Birth
The short decay times for a poloidal field structure of . 1km scale
length as estimated by use of Eq. (6) rule out, that such magnetic
spots, occasionally created during the birth of a neutron star by
small scale dynamo action, can survive over the radio pulsar life-
time. This is true the more, because during the early, say 1000yrs
of a neutron star’s life the crustal temperature is much higher which
reduces the electric conductivity additionally. Surface field anoma-
lies created during the birth process of neutron stars can be re-
sponsible for the radio pulsar activity of very young pulsars as e.g.
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the Crab-PSR. For pulsars older than  104 years however, these
anomalies have to be re-created continuously.
4.2 Polar Cap Currents
A potential source of magnetic spots is the possible current
through the polar cap. The Goldreich-Julian charge density nGJ 

Bd=2ec. For a rotational period P = 2=
 = 1 s and for
Bd = 10
13 G is nGJ  7 1011 cm 3.Thus, the maximum mag-
netospheric current density is jGJec  1013 abamp cm 2. Let’s
approximate Ampere’s law byB  (4=c)jL. Then, for a scale
length l  10m the magnetic field strength 4107 G. Since the
required field strength at the magnetic spot should be > 1013 G,
even a much faster rotation and/or a larger scale of the field would
not be sufficient to generate by magnetospheric currents a field that
can cause a significant curvature of Bd at the surface of the mag-
netic spot.
4.3 Thermoelectric Magnetic Field Creation
Somewhat less well understood is the role that the extreme heating
of the small but heavily bombarded ’hot spot’ for the field evo-
lution in the ’magnetic spot’ can play. It is tiny in comparison to
the whole surface and the heated layer is very shallow. The surface
temperature there exceeds certainly 106 K while the large rest of
the neutron star surface has typically a temperature of  5  105
K (see Page et al. 2006, for the standard cooling history). How-
ever, due to the huge meridional temperature gradient a creation
and perpetuation of small scale field structures is conceivable. The
battery term of the induction equation including thermoelectric ef-
fects, rQ rT , where Q is the predominantly radius dependent
thermopower (see for details Blandford et al. 1983; Urpin et al.
1986; Geppert & Wiebicke 1991), causes the creation of a toroidal
field structure. It surrounds the ’hot spot’ as a torus, its inner ra-
dius corresponds roughly to the scale of the meridional tempera-
ture gradient. First estimates show, that in this torus field strength
of  1013 G can be created on timescales of 103 years (Vigano`
& Pons, private communication 2013). However, this field creation
process and its further interaction with crustal field structures de-
serves much more detailed and systematic studies.
4.4 Hall Drift in the Crust
The Hall drift in core and crust of neutron stars is subject of sci-
entific debate since more then two decades. For the very first time
the term ’Hall drift’ appeared in neutron star studies by Blandford
et al. (1983). They considered it as driving force that can move
a field around which has been created by a thermoelectric insta-
bility in the envelope. The first who studied the effect of the Hall
drift on the field decay in the crust was Jones (1988) . He argued
that a non-zero radial component of the Hall drift pushes magnetic
flux, expelled from the superconducting core, below the neutron-
drip density where it will be rapidly dissipated by Ohmic diffusion.
Later Haensel et al. (1990), Yakovlev & Shalybkov (1991),
and Urpin & Shalybkov (1991) studied the influence of the Hall
drift on to the Ohmic decay in the core of neutron stars. For this
purpose these authors calculated the Hall components of the con-
ductivity tensor in relaxation time approximation. These compo-
nents have the same form both in the core and in the crust, the
difference is made by the different relaxation times for the diverse
collision processes.
Tensorial transport coefficients and the related Hall induction
equation (see Eq. 7) can only be used to describe correctly the field
evolution in the crystallized crust. There, the ions are fixed to the
lattice sites and the electrons are the only moving charged particles
- a description in terms of electron-magnetohydrodynamics is the
correct one.
The more general case, when both electrons and ions (protons)
can move with respect to each other and to the neutral background
of neutrons has been studied in detail by Goldreich & Reiseneg-
ger (1992). In this pioneering paper they applied an (though in-
complete) analogy of the Hall induction equation with the vorticity
equation of an incompressible liquid to discuss the possibility, that
the Hall drift causes the magnetic field to evolve in the crust through
a turbulent cascade. It should create out of large scale field modes
increasingly smaller ones until their scale length becomes so small,
that Ohmic decay dominates the further evolution.
The realization that the thermal and magnetic evolution of
neutron stars is closely related to each other is about 20 years old
(see e.g. Urpin & Muslimov 1992; Urpin & van Riper 1993; Urpin
et al. 1994). For the first time the magneto-thermal creation of small
scale toroidal field structures close to the North pole out of a large
scale one via the Hall drift in the superfluid core of neutron stars
has been shown by Urpin & Shalybkov (1995).
Vainshtein et al. (2000) studied for the first time the Hall drift
in a medium, where a density - and, hence, conductivity - gradient
is present. Under such conditions the evolution of the toroidal field
component follows a Burger’s like equation which describes the
creation of current sheets in low density regions, i.e. sites of very
efficient field dissipation. However, even if the initial field config-
uration gives rise to a drift towards layers of higher conductivity,
the small scale of the locally intense field causes a much faster than
Ohmic dissipation of magnetic energy.
The occurrence of a Hall instability, i.e. the non-cascadic but
jump-like, across wide spectral distances, transfer of magnetic en-
ergy out of large scale into small scale modes has been studied by
Rheinhardt & Geppert (2002) and Geppert & Rheinhardt (2002).
For the first time the creation of small scale ’magnetic spots’ at the
surface of neutron stars via the Hall instability has been demon-
strated considering realistic crustal density profiles and cooling his-
tories by Geppert et al. (2003) and Rheinhardt et al. (2004), how-
ever still in plan-parallel geometry. The occurrence of this instabil-
ity has been disputed by Hollerbach & Ru¨diger (2002) and Holler-
bach & Ru¨diger (2004), who extended the analytical studies of
Vainshtein et al. (2000) to numerical ones, including the simulta-
neous presence of toroidal and poloidal crustal field components.
Cumming et al. (2004) published a detailed and comprehensive
study of the crustal Hall drift. They found that a purely poloidal
field is not affected by that drift if its maintaining toroidal current
consists of rigidly rotating electrons only; they confirmed the ex-
istence of the Hall instability and discussed whether Hall waves
can strain the crust beyond its yield point. In the same year Jones
(2004a) (see also Jones 2004b) explored the consequences of the
existence of an amorphous phase (in contrast to an almost homo-
geneous body-centered cubic crystal lattice) in deep crustal lay-
ers for the creation of small scale field structures by the Hall drift.
Reisenegger et al. (2007) studied both analytically and numerically
the evolution of axisymmetric crustal field configurations. They
showed that an exactly toroidal field is unstable to poloidal pertur-
bations. At the expense of the much stronger toroidal field, the Hall
instability leads to the creation of strong and small scale poloidal
field structures close to the North pole (see Fig. 2 in Reisenegger
et al. 2007). Note, that this resembles much to what we assume for
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the ’initial’ field configuration and to what is required to switch on
a radio pulsar. A detailed study of the crustal Hall drift for vari-
ous ’initial’ axial symmetric field configurations, realistic micro-
physics, and taking into account the cooling of the crust, has been
presented by Pons & Geppert (2007).
All numerical model calculations (Muslimov 1994; Naito &
Kojima 1994; Shalybkov & Urpin 1997)) have been performed up
to this time (see also Kojima&Kisaka 2012)) by using either a fully
spectral code or a hybrid one, spectral in the angles and finite in the
radial coordinate. The obtained results demonstrate the non-linear
coupling between different field modes, the exchange of magnetic
energy between them, and the acceleration of Ohmic diffusion. The
latter occurs because the Hall drift, itself an energy conserving pro-
cess, creates tendencially an increasing number of field modes with
small curvatures that are subject to enhanced decay. These spectral
methods, however, have very serious limitations on their applica-
bility. Large gradients of density and temperature, as well as in the
electric conductivity and magnetization parameter cause problems
with the spectral resolution, especially at sites where current sheets
in the crust are created.
To overcome this restrictions, in recent studies of the Hall
drift another non-spectral but finite difference numerical method
was used. Pons & Geppert (2010) managed to show that the Hall
instability indeed can appear in plan-parallel geometry. It became
clear that the field evolution during the Hall drift dominated phase
proceeds not along a Hall cascade, but rather through the rapid cre-
ation of very localized small scale structures in regions where the
toroidal field changes sign. In that way, possibly a Hall equilib-
rium will be established. For spherical and 3D symmetry however,
such Hall instabilities are expected to appear in a more compli-
cated way because a larger variety of modes can become unstable
(see Reisenegger et al. 2007).
A breakthrough in the treatment of Hall drift induced shock
structures has been achieved by the development and successful
test of a new numerical code by the Alicante-group. A detailed and
comprehensive study of this numerical method is given by Vigano`
et al. (2012). This code is not based on spectral methods but relies
on upwind finite difference techniques that are able to handle situa-
tions with very low, even vanishing, magnetic diffusivity and over-
comes the problems that are connected to the formation of sharp
current sheets during the field evolution.
In the crystallized crust of neutron stars, where convective mo-
tions of the conductive material play no role, the evolution of the
magnetic field is governed by the Hall–induction equation
@ ~B
@t
=   c
2
4
r

1

n
r ~B + !B [(r ~B)~b]
o
; (7)
where~b is the unit vector in the direction of the magnetic field~b =
~B=j ~Bj,  is the relaxation time of the electrons and !B = eB=mec
is the electron cyclotron frequency. Here,  is the electrical conduc-
tivity parallel to the magnetic field (independent of the magnetic
field strength).
The Hall drift term at the r.h.s. of Eq. (7) is a consequence of
the tensorial properties of the electric conductivity in the presence
of a magnetic field. The tensor components of the electric conduc-
tivity are derived in the relaxation time approximation (Yakovlev &
Shalybkov 1991).
If the magnetization parameter (!B ) exceeds unity signifi-
cantly, the Hall drift dominates the ohmic diffusion and will result
in a very different field evolution. A large magnetization parame-
ter, typically  1000 during some stages (see Figs. 1 in Geppert
& Rheinhardt 2002, and also Pons & Geppert 2007), strongly sup-
presses the electric conductivity perpendicular to the magnetic field
and changes the character of Eq. (7). The magnetization parameter
!B =
eB(r; ; t)
me(r)c
 [(r); T (r; ; t); Q(r); A(r); Z(r)] (8)
depends on quantities that are in the present approximation func-
tions of the radial coordinate only, as the density , the charge num-
ber Z, the mass number A, the impurity concentration Q, and the
effective electron mass me . Due to the certainly non-monopolar
crustal magnetic field the heat flux through the crust will not be
spherically symmetric (Geppert et al. 2004; Pe´rez-Azorı´n et al.
2006). Hence, the temperature T depends on the radial and on the
meridional coordinate. Additionally, the magnetization parameter
is linear in the magnetic field itself. This makes !B to a spatially
and temporally strongly varying quantity.
4.5 Initial magnetic field configuration
A basic feature of the Hall drift is the interaction between field
modes that are different in their geometry - toroidal or poloidal
- and in their scale. The way how the Hall drift affects the field
evolution depends strongly on the initial field configuration. The
meaning of ’initial’ is not unambiguously. It is reasonable either
to chose a moment very close to the neutron star birth or the mo-
ment, when !B exceeds unity. The importance of the initial field
geometry is demonstrated by the fact that, if there is initially only
a purely toroidal field component present, in axial symmetry never
poloidal field modes will be created. In the opposite case, the sole
existence of poloidal modes in the initial field, the Hall drift will
create out of them toroidal field components.
The precondition for the creation of the required ’magnetic
spot’ is the initial existence of a standard large scale, i.e. dipolar
poloidal field Bd, whose last open field lines determine the area of
the canonical polar cap. For the Hall drift to act efficiently, addi-
tionally a strong toroidal field Btor must be present too. The idea
that in the crust resides a very strong toroidal field is gaining more
and more support (see e.g. Halpern & Gotthelf 2010; Shabaltas &
Lai 2012; Vigano` & Pons 2012). The open question is its structure.
It has to fill almost the whole crust. Moreover, it has to reside in
deeper layers of the crust where the conductivity is high enough
to guarantee a lifetime exceeding well 106 years but not too deep,
where a hypothetical ’pasta’-phase with a huge impurity parameter
can accelerate the toroidal field decay (see Jones 1999, 2001; Pons
et al. 2013)). That is to say thatBtor has to be concentrated not only
to a small equatorial belt, as MHD equilibrium models suggest, but
is strong as well in higher latitudes, closer to the poles. Our pre-
ferred initial field configuration can have the form shown in the left
panel of Fig.2. At the axial symmetric level of field evolution mod-
eling, initial toroidal field structures that are concentrated only in
the equatorial plane do not provide the required strong small scale
field structures on acceptable time scales.
It is still unclear whether an initial field configuration with an
extended toroidal component actually exists in the crusts of neutron
stars which continue their life as radio pulsars. Studies of the MHD
equilibrium in still liquid, newborn neutron stars argue against it
(Braithwaite & Spruit 2004; Lyutikov 2010; Glampedakis et al.
2012; Lander & Jones 2012; Fujisawa et al. 2012). An interesting
attempt to conclude about the internal field configuration by analyz-
ing the magneto-elastic oscillation of neutron stars has been made
recently by Gabler et al. (2013). In two very recent publications
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Figure 2. Structure of the crustal magnetic field at t = 0 (left), after 2 105 (middle) and after 106 yrs (right). The poloidal field is shown by solid lines, the
isolines of the toroidal field are color coded. The crustal region has been stretched by a factor of 4 for visualization purposes. The complete movie showing
the field dynamics is available at http://personal.ua.es/en/daniele-vigano/hall-pulsar.html. At the same address a movie cab be seen that shows the evolution
of the external field lines; with and without the effect of the Hall drift too.
Gourgouliatos et al. (2013a,b) studied in axial symmetry the tran-
sition from MHD equilibrium, established in barotropic matter, to
a Hall equilibrium. Both equilibria are characterized by a toroidal
field that is confined to an equatorial belt, not extending to very
high latitudes. There are, however, also observational hints, that the
crustal toroidal field has a structure similar to that assumed by us
(Rea et al. 2010; Shabaltas & Lai 2012)). Small scale dynamos, as
suggested by Thompson & Duncan (1993), could be a viable mech-
anism that creates a toroidal field everywhere in the crust. Conceiv-
able is also, that the submergence of a MHD equilibrium field dur-
ing the supernova fallback creates the required toroidal field (Gep-
pert et al. 1999; Ho 2011; Vigano` & Pons 2012; Bernal et al. 2013).
The question about the initial field configuration will be certainly
subject of the future scientific debate. However, the very existence
of radio pulsars should be taken into account then.
5 MAGNETIC FIELD EVOLUTION IN THE CRUST
As in the neutron star core, the magnetic field evolution in the crust
cannot be considered detached from the thermal history (see e.g.
Aguilera et al. 2008; Pons et al. 2009; Vigano` et al. 2013, and ref-
erences therein). Both quantities, temperature and magnetic field,
are intimately connected with each other there. The electric con-
ductivity in the crystallized crust decreases strongly with increas-
ing temperature temperature (see Fig. 1 in Pons & Geppert 2007).
Thus, the hotter the crust, the faster the magnetic field decay. The
magnetic field itself affects the cooling of the crust, either by chan-
neling the heat flow along the field lines and/or by being a Joule
heat source. Since the Hall drift causes the creation of small scale
field structures, these are sites of enhanced Joule heating and sites
of accelerated field decay too.
Physically, the Hall drift couples the field creating currents
with the field itself in a non-linear manner. This coupling creates
in an energy conserving manner small scale field structures out of
large scale ones. Without the Hall drift, the initial magnetic field
configuration would be stable, being subject only to Ohmic dif-
fusion. Mathematically, the Hall induction equation changes its
character both spatially and temporally during the whole process
of crustal field evolution quite rapidly. In regions and in periods
where Ohmic dissipation dominates, Eq. (7) is a parabolic differ-
ential equation. However, where and when the magnetization pa-
rameter !B  1, Eq. (7) becomes a hyperbolic one. This behav-
ior causes not only severe numerical problems. It makes also any
analytic approach to describe the total crustal field evolution e.g.
in terms of ideal MHD questionable. A realistic idea about the ef-
fects of the Hall drift on to the field evolution within the the crust,
where steep density gradients and a huge thermal inhomogeneity
are present, can only be achieved by sophisticated numerical mod-
eling.
The presently most advanced way to model the magneto-
thermal evolution of the crust is to use the above mentioned code of
the Alicante-group (Vigano` et al. 2012). A successful application of
this code has been published recently by Vigano` et al. (2013). These
authors were able to explain the observational diversity of isolated
neutron stars in the framework of the magneto-thermal evolution
which is described just by that code.
In order to solve Eq. (7), the Alicante-group code has been
applied. Since this code is especially able to handle the specifics
of the Hall drift it is well-suited to study the crustal field evolu-
tion during the first 106 years of a neutron star’s life. The ’initial’
magnetic field structure consists of a poloidal dipolar field with a
polar surface strength of 1013 G. It has very little effect on to the
development of ’magnetic spots’ whether this large scale poloidal
field is anchored in the crust or is a core centered one. Important is
the existence of a strong toroidal field component that has to reside
in deeper layers of the crust in order to survive a period of  106
years almost undecayed. The ’initial’ toroidal field shown in the
left panel of Fig.2 has a maximum strength of 1015 G.
In the middle and right panels of Fig.2 snapshots of the crustal
field structure after 2  105 and 106 years are shown. Obviously,
strong and small scale surface field components are created close
to the North pole and can be maintained over 106 years. The ax-
ial symmetry is still conserved although there appears an extreme
asymmetry between the field structures near the North- and South-
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pole. This asymmetry is caused by the symmetry of the initial mag-
netic field configuration adopted in our calculations (left panel).
While the Hall drift velocity is proportional to the field strength,
the initial field symmetry determines a preferred Hall drift direc-
tion. It points towards one of the poles depending on the relative
sign of the toroidal field with respect to the poloidal one. In our
case we have chosen the negative signature that resulted in the drift
towards the North pole. Of course, the opposite direction is equally
likely. However, we will argue later on, that the initial dipolar con-
figuration is the only one that produces the required magnetic spots
on a proper timescale.
The role which the initial field configuration plays is best dis-
cussed by considering two qualitatively different magnetic field
configurations: dipolar and quadrupolar. As Pons & Geppert (2007)
emphasized, there are two main effects that determine the crustal
field evolution, especially if there is initially a strong toroidal field
component present. It is globally displaced toward the inner crust
following the negative conductivity gradient. Depending on the rel-
ative sign with respect to the poloidal component it tends to move
meridionally to one or the other magnetic pole. In case of the initial
toroidal field would have a geometry which is about quadrupolar,
that motion would be North-South symmetric and directed towards
the equatorial plane.
For example, the evolution of a crustal field that consists of
initially almost dipolar toroidal and poloidal components is demon-
strated in the second row of Fig. 6 in Vigano` et al. (2013). The
’magnetic spot’ has typically a meridional extent of a few degrees
which corresponds to a few hundred meters on the surface. A qual-
itatively different situation is presented in Figs. 2 and 3 of Pons
& Geppert (2007), where the initial toroidal field adopted in cal-
culations has a quadrupolar structure but the poloidal component
remains dipolar. In this case the Hall drift is equatorial symmetric
and directed from either pole towards the equatorial plane, creating
there small scale structures. 1
Since the crustal conductivity profile is qualitatively similar
for all isolated neutron stars, the location of the ’magnetic spot’
depends crucially on the initial magnetic field geometry. Spots can
be created at various latitudes, provided the initial magnetic field
has the corresponding structure. The term in the induction equation
that describes the meridional drift motion and the compression of
field lines is of course the Hall drift term. The Ohmic diffusion term
describes the global trend of the toroidal field to migrate toward
deeper crustal regions with higher electric conductivity.
As it has been shown in Section 3, the quantities that are re-
sponsible for a sufficient creation of electron-positron pairs are the
surface field strength in the ’magnetic spot’, Bs, and the radius
of curvature of the field lines there, Rcur, which are connected to
the open dipolar lines along which the charges can be accelerated
to relativistic velocities within the polar gap. These quantities (Bs
and Rcur =

 (~b  r)~b
 1
) are presented in Fig. 3. To show the
striking effect of the Hall drift, the field evolution as would appear
without it (being subject only to Ohmic diffusion) is indicated by
dashed lines. Without Hall drift Bs would decrease slowly from
about 1013 G and the Rcur would remain almost stable at a value
of a few hundred kilometers, a value typical for dipolar fields. The
realistic situation is presented by solid lines. For the initial field
1 One should notice that the upper limit for the size of the ’magnetic spot’
is the crust thickness which is about 1 km, consistent with our numerical
results mentioned just above. It is worth emphasizing here, that ’magnetic
spot’ and ’hot spot’ are different entities.
strengths considered here (maximum toroidal field 1015 G, polar
surface poloidal field 1013 G) a ’magnetic spot’ is created on a
Hall time scale Hall  103 4 years.
The Hall drift is a quite agile process that causes relatively
rapid variations on the Hall time scale in that spot; between a time
step of 10000 years the maximum of Bs and the minimum of Rcur
varies by about 1 within the spot. Since it is unimportant where
within the ’magnetic spot’ the strongest Bs and the smallest Rcur
are located at a given moment, both Bs and the minimum of Rcur
are averaged over a meridional range of about 5, which is pre-
sented in Fig.3.
The results presented in Figs. 2 and 3 prove, that the for
the functioning of radio pulsar emission necessary field structures
are created on a reasonable time scale: field strengths well ex-
ceeding 1013 G and curvature radii much smaller than a few 100
km. Moreover, an increase of the maximum strength of the initial
toroidal field increases the strength of the spot field too. Therefore,
the resultant spot field can exceed 1014 G for a longer period of
time. However, there is an upper limit for the crustal toroidal field
strength. Indeed, an increase of the field is associated with an in-
crease of the Joule heating and when the strength reaches about
5 1015 G the Joule heating leads to an enhanced Ohmic dissipa-
tion of the total crustal field.
The Hall drift tends always to create out of an initially large
scale field a field of much finer structure. We have, however, to em-
phasize, that the here presented initial crustal magnetic field geom-
etry is the only one in the manifold of examined ones that provides
the required ’magnetic spot’ within 104 years surviving a typical
pulsar lifetime& 106 years. It is likely that the number of favorable
initial field structures increases when 3D models can be calculated
in the future.
6 CONCLUSIONS
Our ideas and results can be comprised in the following chain of
reasoning:
(i) The brightness temperature of pulsar radio emission implies
that a coherent radiation mechanism must be involved, which re-
quires creation of very dense, relativistic electron-positron plasma
above the polar cap.
(ii) The inner pulsar acceleration region exists just above the po-
lar cap, presumably in the form of PSG.
(iii) To create a large enough number of electron-positron pairs
the curvature radius of surface magnetic field lines within PSG has
to be . 106 cm, i.e. the magnetic field structure has to be a ’mag-
netic spot’ kind.
(iv) PSG can be created only if the cohesive energy of charges
at the polar cap surface exceeds some critical value which is deter-
mined by the strength of the local magnetic field.
(v) Combined radio and X-ray observations of several pulsars
indicate that the actual polar cap, above which the acceleration
arises, has a much smaller size than the canonical polar cap.
(vi) The surface temperature of the spot Ts is of the order of 106
K, which exceeds by far a typical surface temperature correspond-
ing to a cooling age of  106 years. Thus, this temperature results
from back flow bombardment of the actual polar cap.
(vii) Both the small size of the actual polar cap (flux conser-
vation arguments) and its high Ts indicate that the strength of the
surface magnetic field Bs is a of the order of 1014 G.
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Figure 3. Temporal evolution of Bs (upper panel) and Rcur (lower panel)
near the north pole, considering only Ohmic dissipation (dashed) or includ-
ing the Hall term (solid). We show averages of the numerical values of Bs
and the minimum of Rcur in the region 1   5 from the north pole.
(viii) Such a magnetic field anomalies have to be maintained
over a pulsar lifetime of  106   107 years, at least in the polar
cap region. Thus, small scale field structures created at a neutron
star’s birth are ruled out. The polar cap currents also can not be
responsible for such a field.
(ix) To our knowledge, the only mechanism that can provide the
strong, small scale magnetic field structures is the Hall drift. It cou-
ples non-linearly a standard large scale poloidal field (1012   1013
G) and a toroidal field that resides in deeper layers, occupying al-
most the whole crust with a maximum strength of  1015 G.
(x) Model calculations, although performed only in axisym-
metric geometry, show, that the field structures necessary for the
pulsar radio emission can be created on the right time scale and
with the required field strength via the Hall drift.
We should now point out possible caveats of our idea. The first
problem concerns location of the line that separates ”Gap” - ”No
Gap” regions in Fig. 1. This line describes dependence of the criti-
cal temperature (Medin & Lai 2007) on the magnetic field strength.
Since Medin & Lai (2007) calculated the binding energy for iron
ions within an accuracy of a few tens of a per cent, this curve might
be slightly shifted towards the lower values for a given magnetic
field strength. However, all calculations are certainly correct in the
sense of an order of magnitude estimates.
Also Zhang et al. (2005), Kargaltsev et al. (2006) and Pavlov
et al. (2009) pointed out, the black-body fits that return both ABB
and Ts are based on a small photon number statistics and have
about the same quality as power law fits indicating a magneto-
spheric origin of the radiation. Nevertheless, we believe that both
the gap formation conditions and the corresponding observational
hints that these conditions are fulfilled are quite convincing to jus-
tify our assumptions. On the other hand, one should realize that the
pair creation process is also associated with the synchrotron mag-
netospheric radiation, so the power law component must be present
in the composite spectrum.
Another problem is the restriction of the model calculations
to axial symmetry. We expect that a future more realistic 3-
dimensional treatment of the Hall effect in a neutron star’s crust
will provide an even better coincidence with observations. Then,
the ’magnetic spot’ will occur as a real spot, restricted both in
meridional and azimuthal direction. This will make possible to de-
scribe the real shape and size of the actual polar gap.
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